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Quizzes to be presented orally 
with students raising hands. 
  

Solutions are in red on page  
immediately following quiz. 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 1 
 

1. I am an insect. My name starts with ‘gr’. I hop. I am a ?  
         
2. Sam has two pet birds (canaries). Sam also has five pet fish 
(goldfish). How many more goldfish than canaries does Sam 
have?          
 
3. Daddy bought a new shirt. Its colour has three letters. What 
colour is daddy’s shirt?         
 
4. I saw two cows in a paddock. How many legs do the two 
cows have altogether?         
 
5. What colour rhymes with Jack?   
        
6. What colour rhymes with bean? 
          
7. What bent fruit looks a bit like the moon does sometimes?     
     
8. What is a baby sheep called?  
         
9. What time is it when the little hand on the clock is on the 3 
and the big hand is on the 12?  
 
10. Some clothes are made of this. It begins with cot. What is 
it?          
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 1 

1. grasshopper      

2. three      

3. red       

4. eight       

5. black 

6. green       

7. banana       

8. lamb       

9. three o’clock       

10. cotton 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 2 
 

1. I am used to open locked doors or locked boxes. I rhyme 
with flea. I am a? 
 
2. I’m found in the garden. I live inside my shell. I am a ? 
 
3. A very, very, very big hill is called a ? 
 
4. I am a bird. I swim in rivers or lakes. I have a very long 
neck. What am I? 
 
5. I am a yellow colour and I begin with b. I am spread on 
bread. What am I? 
 
6. What do we call a baby -or very young- pig? 
 
7. What number is two more than 9? 
 
8. Which one is round: square, triangle, circle? 
 
9. Name an animal with a trunk. 
 
10. Can you think of a flower that begins with r? 
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 2 

1. key      

2. snail      

3. mountain       

4. swan       

5. butter 

6. piglet       

7. eleven       

8. circle       

9. elephant       

10. rose, ... 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 3 
 

1. Name a fruit beginning with the first letter of the alphabet.    
   

2. Name two colours beginning with the letter b.  
    
3. Name an insect with stripes.      
 
4. How many wheels altogether do three bicycles have?      
 
5. I grow and I have branches and leaves. What am I?      
 
6. I am a sport for two or four players. There is a net in the 

middle. Each player has a racquet and there is a ball. What 
sport am I?     

 
7. I am a large musical instrument. You sit on a stool to play 

me. I have white and black keys. I am a?     
 
8. I begin with f. I am a very young horse. I am a?     
 
9. A very, very, very large boat is called a ?      
 
10. Which part of your face rhymes with south?       
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 3 

1. apple      

2. brown, black, blue, beige, ...      

3. bee, wasp, ...      

4. six       

5. tree        

6. tennis       

7. piano      

8. foal       

9. ship       

10. mouth 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 4 
  

1. A horse has long hair hanging down from the top of its head 
and shoulders. What do we call this long hair on a horse? 

2. What do we call a very short sleep? (it rhymes with cap) 

3. Is a grandfather clock tall, small or medium sized? 

4. Which two colours can be mixed to make green? 

5. Ships sail in the sea. The sea is sometimes called the ? 
(begins with o) 

6. How many sides to square things have? 

7. What colour rhymes with shoe? 

8. What is the top part of a candle called? (it is the bit we light 
and it starts with w) 

9. A duck says ‘quack’. What does a donkey say? 

10. What number is 3 more than 5? 
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 4 
 

1. mane  
 
2. nap     
 
3. tall      
  
4. blue and yellow  
   
5. ocean     
 
6. four      
  
7. blue   
    
8. wick  
    
9. hee-haw; (or ee-aw) 
     
10. eight 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 5 
 

1. What can we hold up to our eyes to look at far away things? 
(starts with b) 

2. What helps fish swim? They start with f. 

3. Fish blow these; they start with b. 

4. Can you think of a striped animal that looks like a horse? 

5. What is the tallest animal? 

6. What is inside our body and it pumps blood? (starts with h) 

7. Some people say you’ll find this at the end of a rainbow. 
What is it? 

8. What rhymes with ring and we can do it with our voice? 

9. How many tentacles has an octopus? 

10. Has many legs has a spider? 
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 5 
 

1. binoculars 
 
2. fins 
     
3. bubbles  
     
4. zebra    
 
5. giraffe    
 
6. heart     
 
7. pot of gold     
  
8. sing    
 
9. eight   
 
10. eight 
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PP and Kindy Quiz 6 
 

1. What colour rhymes with ‘think’? 

2. In what part of the house would you find pots and pans? 

3. Where would you look to see planets? 

4. You sit on it. It rhymes with bear. 

5. Can you think of a fruit that starts with the 1st letter of the 
alphabet? 

6. What is the opposite of up? 

7. What do aeroplanes have on each side of them? (starts with 
w) 

8. Are sharks and dolphins both fish? 

9. What is wet and falls from clouds? 

10. What colour begins with br? 
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Solutions to PP and K Quiz 6 
 

1. pink 
 
2. kitchen     
 
3. sky   
     
4. chair     
 
5. apple     
 
6. down    
  
7. wings   
     
8. no (dolphins are mammals)    
 
9. rain   
 
10. brown 
 


